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Collier's         Causeway         is         a         fantastic         walk         with         many
views         of         the         Kanimbla         Valley         and         varied         scenery.
The         track         mostly         travels         under         the         imposing         cliffs
between         Centennial         Glen         and         Porters         Pass,         with
waterfalls,         ferny         glens         and         heath         flowers         along         the
way.         The         track         is         a         great         one-way         trip         from
Bundarra         St         to         Burton         Ave         with         access         to         many
climbing         areas         along         the         way.
Blue         Mountains         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

3.1         km
2         hrs
380         m
One         way
Track:         Hard
0.4         km         W         of         Blackheath
bus         car         train

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start the start of this walk:-33.635,150.2805 & for the end:-33.627,150.2775

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

End of Bundarra St to Int. Fort Rock Trk and Centennial Pass Trk  0.7km 15 mins 
 (From S) From the corner of Bundarra St and Eveleigh Ave, this walk heads down the hill keeping the houses on the
right and bush on the left. The track soon leads to a telegraph pole and track on the right, below Gordon Ave. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection below the telegraph pole, this walk heads down the hill, keeping the valley on
the left. The walk drops down boardwalked track for some time before entering the heath. Winding down through the
heath, the track opens out onto Centennial Glen Creek, which it crosses to the other side near the seats and rock cliff. 
 Veer right: From the creek, this walk heads towards the broken seats under the cliffs and continues around the hillside.
The track soon leaves the cliffs to meander through the heath for a short time, before coming to a rocky surface painted
with arrows for 'Porters Pass' and 'Fortress Rock'.  

Int. Fort Rock Trk and Centennial Pass Trk to Fort Rock  0.1km 4 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 0.67 km) Turn right: From the painted rock, this walk heads up onto the rocky outcrop. The track winds through
the thick heath vegetation and up a few steps for approximately 50m, to open out to the prominent feature of Fort Rock.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then veer right to continue along this walk.)  

 Fort Rock    
 Fort Rock, Blue Mountains National Park, is a formation of rock that sits alone in solitude above Centennial Glen valley.
It looks very similar to a rook chess piece. From the top of the rock, there are stunning views over the Megalong Valley
and Kanimbla Valley.  

Int. Fort Rock Trk and Centennial Pass Trk to Centennial Glen Waterfall Trk  0.5km 10 mins 
 (From 0.67 km) Turn left: From the rocky surface, this walk follows the arrow to 'Porters Pass' down the hill. The track
heads down through thick heath to come to a set of stairs in a narrow pass. The walk leads down the stairs to a clearer
area, lined with cliffs. The track keeps with the cliffs on the left to wind into Centennial Glen with a waterfall over the
track. The track continues to follow the cliffs on the left to a boulder marked in white paint 'Porters Pass'. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk follows the white painted boulder 'Porters Pass' arrow down the hill, winding
left with the stairs for approximately 50m to the intersection. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, this walk heads down the stairs (cut into the rock), soon passing under a railing bar.
The walk comes to a landing in the staircase, just above a creek coming out of the canyon.  

Centennial Glen Waterfall Trk to Centennial Glen Waterfall  0km 1 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 1.16 km) Turn sharp right: From the stairs, this walk heads away from the landing along a less-defined path, into
the canyon. The track leads to a rock ledge which follows the creek (below on the left) for approximately 50m to the pool
before a waterfall. (Alternatively, a wetter track follows the cliff for approximately 30m to drop to the left, into the creek,
and continue to the waterfall).
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then turn right to continue along this walk.)  
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Centennial Glen Waterfall Trk to Porters Pass  1.3km 45 mins 
 (From 1.16 km) Continue straight: From the landing, this walk follows the canyon creek (on the right) downstream,
taking the railed stairs down the canyon wall. The walk then crosses through large rocks to the cliff on the other side of
the pass. The track then winds along the bottom of the cliffline, which it keeps on the right. After approximately 1km, the
walk heads into a pass in the cliffs then leaves the cliffline, crossing a few rocks with railings over them to climb up the
side of Porters Pass. The track passes between two large trees and comes to a creek (before some stairs).  

Porters Pass to Burton Ave  0.6km 10 mins 
 (From 2.49 km) Continue straight: From the creek, this walk leads up the steep rock steps, away from the rock overhang
in the cliffs. The walk heads out of the gorge following a few flights of stairs, leading to an area above the gorge with
views of the Kanimbla Valley (to the right). The track meanders up the hill for approximately 100m, coming to a few
tracks which all lead up the hill to the same rocky outcrop. The walk follows any of these tracks up the hill, until above the
large rocky outcrop. 
 Continue straight: From the rocky outcrop, this walk leads up the stairs, with the valley behind. After approximately 50m,
the walk comes to an unsigned intersection. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads down the hill along the track, with views of the valley to the
right. The walk heads down the steps then levels out briefly before continuing up the hill to the end of Burton Ave.  

 A         list         of         paper         topographical         maps         that         cover         this         walk
Katoomba 1:25 000 Map Series
 Katoomba 1:100 000 Map Series

 Nearby         outdoor         and         camping         stores
Summit Gear 80- Bathurst Rd Katoomba (02) 4782 3018
Paddy Pallin 166 Katoomba St Katoomba (02) 4782 4466
Simdra Pet & Hobby Mart 45 Main St Lithgow (02) 6352 4422
Lithgow 4WD Centre 281 Main St Lithgow (02) 6353 1899
Summit Gear 11 Ross St Glenbrook (02) 4739 4373
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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